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AFTERWORD 
Consuming the digital 

Tom Boellstodf 

Keywords 

digital consumerism, dubbing, ethnography 

Introduction: "dubbing" the digital consumer 

The thirty-six chapters making up this edited collection speak to a staggering r~ge of intere.sts in 
relation to digital consumerism. Since there is no way I can engage at length WI~h any particular 
chapter, for this afterword I have set myself the goal of identifying shared problernatlcs, ~nterests, and 
avenues for inquiry. Of course, I approach this task in light of my own scholar~y history. ~ a~ 
anthropologist who has conducted extensive research on questions . of .sexuality and natmn 
belonging in Indonesia (e.g., Boellstorff2005, 2007), I have a longstandm~ mter~st m cultu~e, mass 
media, and consumerism. For instance, in that work, I developed a no~on of dubbmg.culture, drawn 
from a debate where the dubbing of foreign films and television shows mto ~he Ind~nesian languag~ w~ 
briefly banned on the grounds that if Indonesians saw W estemers appeanng to speak Indonesian, 
they would no longer know where Indonesia ended and the West began (B~ell~torff 2003). 

I have used this concept of "dubbing culture" to theorize forms of globalizatlon where t:-'o 
systems of meaning lie alongside each other without fusin.g. Th~ difference between ~ubbmg 
and translation is that while translation is animated by the Impossible h.ope of a total shlft fro: 
one language to another, in dubbing the moving lips never match with the new sou~dtrac , 
nor is there an expectation this will happen. I have found this co~cept of transforrnatlo~ not 

redicated on fusion helpful in my research on virtual worlds, partiCularly my book Commg ~f 
PA · S d Life (Boellstorff 2008). In this book and more recent work on ethn~graphic 

ge m econ ~' h "d bb. " f 0 es and 
methods for virtual worlds (Boellstorff et al. 2012), I explore t e .u mg o p.rac c. 
meanings across the physical/virtual divide. These interests resonate With themes evident m The 

Routledge Companion to Digital Consumption. 

New frontiers of consumption and consuming 

It should not be surprising that novel forms of consumerism represent a st~ong commo.n thread 
linking the contributions to this volume. At stake on these digital frontlers are not JUSt new 
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markets, but new understandings of consumption and the commodity form. How, for instance, 
are notions of "searching" displacing notions of "shopping," such that to shop online and to search 
online are, in effect, the same activity? This has implications for how we conceive of "choice," a 
pivotal term of contemporary capitalism that links consumerism to democracy, self-identity, and 
knowledge production. 

Of special interest is that we now face a situation where consumption not only can be 
enabled by technology (like the steamship allowing for new forms of distribution), but can take 
place within a digital technology itself From posting on Face book to building something in a virtual 
world or even commenting on a news blog, we encounter new possibilities for virtual locations 
of consumption-the "markets" without which the concept of"marketing" is meaningless. The 
very notion of "social media" thus no longer captures how many of these technologies are not 
media at all: they do not "mediate" between different places, but are (virtual) locations in their 
own right. In other cases, consumption can take place through associated digital venues (e.g., a 
fan site for a video game or television show). All this has fundamental consequences for how we 
theorize value, given the key role of technology in the emergence of modern capitalism. Ideas 
of marketing and advertising are similarly transformed in the context of the "viral" dissemination 
of product messages. The viral metaphor presents a parasitic image of agent-less, uncontrolled 
propagation that obscures the forms of collaborative activity involved in these ostensibly non
directed activities. How are we to understand socialities that have not just "gone online" but have 
"gone viral?" How do they differ (or not) from forms of rumor, myth, and informal circulation that 
preexist but also lie alongside digital forms of informal dissemination? 

These new digital possibilities for the location of consumption transform the products or 
services to be consumed, and thus the distinction between purchase and use. For instance, how 
does blogging rework the temporalities and consuming implications of "fashion?" How is the 
experience of gambling altered when it can take place online, such that persons can gamble 
alone, or teenagers can gamble at home with their families? Another area where we are seeing a 
qualitative transformation in consumption is the rise of virtual goods. These include commodities 
that historically (and often still) have physical-world forms, like books, magazines, and songs. 
However, they can also include items without physical-world analogs, such as clothing for 
avatars or virtual-world homes. 

A key issue is that the "digital" is no longer limited to computing devices found on a desktop. 
Just as desktop computing overshadowed an earlier phase of mainframe computing (though 
mainframe computers still exist), so desktop and laptop computers are now becoming but one 
aspect of a digital ecology that includes mobile devices like smart phones and tablets, and also 
the embedding of networked computational power into everyday objects. How are notions of 
the public and domestic being transformed in the context of these technologies? These new 
layerings of place are intimately linked to layerings of activity and engagement that give new 
valence to the term "multitasking." 

Constituting the digital consumer 

Many contributions to this volume show how linked to digital consumerism are emergent 
technologies of selfhood that destabilize the very notion of the consuming person so central to 
articulations of contemporary capitalism. Here as elsewhere there is a pressing need to avoid, on 
one hand, the Scylla of presuming a postmoderu human that radically breaks from the predigital 
human, and on the other, the Charybdis of radical continuity, where digital sociality is presumed 
to be merely superficially distinct from that which came before. These conceptual agendas center 
on the question of causality: the interplay between how technology amplifies or reflects aspects of 
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society, and how various social formations are enabled by (or even predicated on) digital tech
nologies. This includes the interplay between new forms of creativity versus templates and 
defaults that canalize social difference. 

These questions reflect how our understanding of what it means to be human will shift as we 
consider forms of selfhood and sociality where online and offline engagements intertwine. For 
instance, it is not just that social media shape consumer behavior, but that "social" is taking on 
new meanings. For more people around the world, in some contexts at least, to be "social" 
means to be "online." This has already had consequences for intimate spheres of life ranging 
from dating to the "virtual mourning" of the deceased. 

The contributions to this volume underscore how in regard to the social construction of the 
digital consumer, it will prove crucial to examine differences across online technologies and 
environments. For instance, social networking sites (like Facebook), online games (like World 
of Warcraft), and virtual worlds (like Second Life) differ in key ways. We cannot assume that 
consumerism associated with one of these technologies will translate straightforwardly to the 
others. Yet it is important to examine similarities as well: an intellectual balkanization would 
lose sight of how these technologies share histories and current features. Notions of avatar 
embodiment are largely shared between online games and virtual worlds, and influence notions 
of "profiles" on social networking sites. A distinction between live "chat" and sending "mes
sages" exists across a range of technologies. We thus find the entire spectrum of sameness and 
difference, from things shared by everything "digital" to things specific to a particular website or 
online game, or even to a subculture associated with that website or game. Our research 
agendas and conceptual frameworks must be similarly broad. This includes taking into account 
the impact of narrowband technologies like texting, which at present are far more commonly used 
than technologies like virtual worlds. It also includes taking into account forms of "polymedia" 
where digital consumers use multiple online technologies (Miller 2011, p. 200), often at the 
same time or even nested inside each other (such as the use of texting inside a social network or 
within an online game). 

It will remain important to track how uses of digital technologies differ by social categories 
like ethnicity, nation, age, and gender, but it will also be pivotal to consider as well how these 
categories are shaped by the digital. For instance, the English-language category of the "tween" 
is hard to separate from online practices, given its origin and widespread adoption during the 
rise of the Internet in the late 1980s and early 1990s. 

The way digital technologies get taken up in varied cultural contexts will not be apparent at 
the outset. Given the dominance of the West, the United States, and even California in the 
design and conception of many of these technologies, the question of how they are transformed 
in non-Western contexts is an important topic for continuing research. For instance, issues of 
exchange, sharing, and sociocentric selfhood work differently in cultural contexts that in certain 
respects anticipated the rise of the kinds of distributed subjectivity made possible by Internet. tec~
nologies. An issue that can get lost in these kinds of"Western versus non-Western" conversatiOns IS 

that we are also witnessmg the emergence of cultural formations that are ontologically predicated 
on the digital, and thus cannot be reduced to any combination of physical world cultures. 

Participation, control, and context 

Consumerism has always been a social phenomenon, and many contributors to this volume 
address how forms of participation shape digital consumerism. For instance, we can think ofblogs 
both as something consumed and as sites for consuming other products. In my own work, I have 
developed the notion of"creationist capitalism" to highlight how forms of crafting and creativity 
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~ave be~ome central to digital consumer practice (Boellstorff2008, pp. 205-11). In other words, 
It IS n~t JUSt that people use digital technologies to create; it is that the very notion of" creating" 
has shifted. Consumer participation can include highly individualized labor but also forms of 
"crowdsourced" activity. Here, novel conceptions of sociality, context, and labor intersect with 
consequences still not_ fully understood. Even the notion of "audience" is put into question by 
these develop-~ents, Sillce those at the "receiving" end of content are, through forms of com
mentary, reiDIXmg, fandom, and amateur creation, involved in simultaneous production. Could 
thes_e developme~~s herald the emergence of new forms of consumer exploitation made paradoxically 
feasible through collaboration?" 

One area where the role of digital technologies in consumption is of particular interest is in 
field~ like medicine, where a significant gap in knowledge and expertise historically separated 
proVIder (doctor) from consumer (patient). The sphere of investing and finance is another 
example, a clear case where the activity itself (the trading of stocks, for instance) is fundamen
tally altered by digital technologies. This has consequences for notions of consumer activism 
that can have interweaving online and offline components, while also reconfiguring notions of 
value. Indeed, several contributors to this volume compel us to ask how control might in fact 
now represent a form of consumption. This relates to notions of sharing, but also to notions of 
secrecy and the contextual revealing of aspects of selfhood. It also recalls the rise of the database 
as not just repository, but active form of social organization that becomes its own context such 
tha~ data mining techniques can .. be used by marketers to conceptualize consumers in' their 
online, real-time socialities . 

. Co~text can ~ecome a form of surveillance, as online retailers can track not just purchasing 
histo~es, bu.t ~licks through webpages and how much time is spent on various portions of a 
website. This ill tum can lead to forms of preferential filtering, so that different consumers see 
in effect, a different Amazon or Google based upon their past engagements with the eli it~ 
techn~logy in qu~stion. ""!'_ e may . be seeing the normalization of surveillance as the de }acto 
expenence of online sooality. This has important consequences for notions of privacy. It is 
c~ear that persons still value privacy when online, but that the meaning of privacy can become 
highly contextual and distributed, transforming the very notion of self-disclosure. Who is the 
"self' that "discloses" online? This has implications for how we conceptualize online consumer 
movements and other fom1s of consumer activism, as well as the relationship between trust 
and privacy. 

Methods and theories 

The_ v~rious co~tributors to this volume both summarize existing research from a wide range of 
disoplines and, ill many cases, report on original research the authors themselves have conducted. 
That res~arch draws upo~ ~ pale~te of methodological approaches including, for instance, surveys 
a~d a:chival research. This_ IS entirely fitting. No one method is perfect: each permits insights into 
d1ffe~ng aspects ~fthe social. Indeed, the phrase "mixed methods" has become superfluous, since 
practically all soCial research projects nowadays employ eclectic toolkits shaped by the perceived 
needs of the research. 

As an ethnograph~r I a~. particularly fascinated to see the growing interest in ethnographic 
methods for researching digttal consumerism. "Ethnography" is not a method but the written 
prod~ct of a set o~ met~~ds, as the suffix "-graphy" indicates. The core method of any ethno
~~phlc appr~ach IS participant observation. The particular power of this method is that because 
1t Is not predicated on elicitation, it allows the researcher to explore commonalities but also diver
gences between what people "say they do" and "what they do." This helps us avoid presuming not 
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only that people truthfully answer surveys, but that motivations and beliefs are always present to 

consciousness in the first place. 
As many contributions to this volume demonstrate, ethnographic projects usually include 

other methods alongside the core method of participant observation, for instance, individual 
interviews. It bears emphasizing that many ethnographers like myself fmd group interviews 
(sometimes known as "focus groups") extremely useful. This is the clearest example to my 
knowledge of an ethnographic method that we owe to the field . of market research (Kratz 
2010). As I and my colleagues discuss elsewhere (see Boellstorff et al. 2012), focus g~·oups provide 
several specific advantages for ethnographers. Since no culture is unanimous, they provide a 
means to explore debate and dissention in what might otherwise appear to be a homogeneous 
culture. They also are useful for oral histmy work because participants can help fill in gaps in 
the knowledge of the other members. It is clear that group interviews can play an important 

role in charting new cultures of digital consumerism. 
Overall, these questions of method are crucial because consumerism is often associated with 

promotion and hype, and thus slippages between descriptive and proscriptive forms of argument
between claims of what "what is" and "what should be." Careful methodological design allows 
social researchers (including those involved in market research) to avoid these slippages by 
grounding claims in a descriptive register, allowing us to better understand cultural phenomena 

in their real contexts of offline and online emergence. 

Conclusion 

Overall, the contributors to this volume suggest not just new topics for research, but new 
theoretical frameworks to guide such research. Cultures always have a history and persons draw 
upon that history when confronted by novel contexts. That is why, for instance, in the world of 
computing we speak of "desktops," "folders," and web "pages," or even send a "carbon copy" 
(cc) of an e-"mail." But while such antiquated metaphors for the objects of study amuse, there is a 
real danger for researchers when our theoretical resources are similarly dated. 

There undoubtedly exist a range of possible negative consequences of digital technology and 
sociality. However, many of the more dismissive or dystopic interpretations are based on a 
mismatch between theoretical framework and empirical reality. For instance, many concerns 
about isolation in regard to the use of digital technologies fail to ask how the very meaning of 
"isolation" is not eternally unchanging, but is itself a cultural phenomenon reshaped by the rise 
of digital technologies. Similarly, asking after the "influence" of digital technologies must be 
accompanied by an awareness of how understandings of "influence" are themselves transfmmed 
in contexts where persons routinely "follow" or "like" each other's postings in online media, or 
where forms of modeling, hacking, and remixing destabilize any neat distinction between those 
who are the influencers and those who are influenced. It is by considering these kinds of 
complex, emergent dynamics through careful empirical and conceptual work that we will attain 
a robust understanding of the promises and perils of digital consumerism. 
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